TELEGRAM

FROM: AMBASSADY TEGUCIGALPA

TAGS: 12356: DECL: 9/20/82
SUBJECT: PTER, HO, ES
SAN PEDRO BARRICADE INCIDENT: DEPORTATION OF MONTENEGRO

ACTION: SECSTATE WASHDC IMMEDIATE
AMBASSADY SAN SALVADOR IMMEDIATE
TEGUCIGALPA 8057

REF: EM (A) FBIS PA190653Z SEP 82; (B) FBIS PA191022Z SEP 82

1. TEXT - ENTIRE TEXT

2. Hondurans have now publicly confirmed deportation of Cañasadas aka Montenegro to Salvador.

3. Radio Venceremos has repeatedly confirmed that Cañasadas is Montenegro.

4. I beseech Embassy Salvador and the Department to arrange for the Salvadoran Government to confirm that they indeed have Montenegro in custody and explain to the world who this person is.

5. FBIS items under reference make it absolutely clear that primary purpose of terrorist act in San Pedro Sula is to achieve release of Montenegro.
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